Introduction
The laboratory mouse is the premiere model used in studying morphological variation in
mammals. While mouse morphology is well understood in laboratory strains, how form evolves in natural
populations of mice and its effect on jaw performance is less understood. A population of house mice,
Mus musculus domesticus, from remote Gough Island is an emerging model of rapid size evolution (Gray
et al. 2014; Gray et al. 2015; Parmenter et al. 2016). Gough Island is a remote volcanic island in the
center of the South Atlantic Ocean (Rowe-Rowe and Crafford 1992). These Gough Island (GI) mice
weigh twice as much as their mainland counterparts (Jones et al. 2003). Furthermore, it is estimated that
these mice were originally introduced to the island less than 200 years ago (Verrill 1895; Gray et al.
2014), suggesting rapid evolution of size. Previous studies show the body mass of GI mice is about twofold larger than that of a mainland mouse representative WSB, which is a small-bodied laboratory strain
of the same subspecies (Gray et al. 2015). Previous work on GI mice bone structure revealed that they
also have an enlarged skeleton. Furthermore, GI mice experienced a shift towards a longer and narrower
skull, suggesting a change in skull shape (Parmenter et al. 2016). The lengthening of the skull suggests
potential changes in the mandible of GI mice. How then does variation in craniofacial morphology, such
as the GI mouse mandible, affect performance of the jaw?
To test mandibular function of both GI and WSB mice, maximum bite force and maximum
passive gape were measured in each strain as direct indicators of jaw performance. In addition, indirect
jaw performance estimates based on mandible landmarks and masseter data were studied. Previous
biomechanical work on mouse mandible landmarks links various Euclidian distances across the mandible
with traits that affect leverage, load resistance, and movement of the mandible (Herring 1972; Herring
and Herring 1974; Bouvier 1986; Ruff 1988, Jablonski 1993; Hamrick 1996, Wall 1999, Vinyard 2003).
Furthermore, masseter weight is positively correlated with maximum bite force and masseter stretch is
negatively correlated with gape. Both mandible landmark Euclidean distances and masseter weight and

attachment ratio were measured to provide insight into what evolutionary changes in the mandible
potentially impacted the GI’s jaw performance.

Methods
Methods adapted from Williams et al. (2009) will be used to measure bite force and maximum
gape. WSB/EiJ mice, a smaller-bodied wild-derived strain from the same subspecies, were used as a
comparison to the GI mouse. Both inbred WSB/EiJ and partially inbred GI mice (12 filial generations)
were paired initially to generate 25 WSB and 23 GI mice. All experiments were performed on 16-weekold mice. Experimental procedures were approved by the University of Wisconsin-Madison Animal Care
and Use Committee.

Direct jaw performance measures
Maximum bite forces were measured with a custom-made force transducer designed by Chris
Vinyard of Northeast Ohio Medical University. The transducer measures the voltage created after
distance between the bite plates is decreased due to a bite. The voltage was then converted to newtons by
calibrating the transducer with 2.5kg and 5kg weights. Mice were weighed prior to being anesthetized.
Mice were then anesthetized via intraperitoneal injection of ketamine (50-100 mg/kg) and
dexmedetomidine (1 mg/kg). 30-gauge needle electrodes were then inserted into the masseters and
anterior temporalis muscles on each side of the mouse’s head and the transducer was placed between the
upper and lower incisors of each mouse. An electric stimulator was used to provide an electric shock that
contracted the jaw muscles, forcing the mouse to bite. Stimulations were given at 40Hz for 400
milliseconds at a time.
To determine maximum bite force, electric stimulations began at 2V and small incremental
increases in voltage (2V at a time) were used until there was no visible increase in bite force. This voltage
was then considered the minimum voltage needed to stimulate the muscles for maximum force. If two
voltages produced the same bite force, then the smaller voltage of the two was used as the minimum

voltage. Two sets of three stimulations were given at the previously determined minimum voltage and
bite force was recorded. To reduce muscle fatigue, one minute intervals were taken between each
stimulation set to allow for recovery. Bite force data were adjusted for both body weight (bite force/ body
weight) and jaw length (bite force/jaw length) and a 2-way ANOVA was used for analysis.
After bite force collection, mice were euthanized using CO2 gas. To measure maximum passive
gape, calipers were used to open the jaws to their maximum width and digital calipers recorded the linear
distance between the upper and lower incisors. Maximum gape data were adjusted for both body weight
and jaw length and a 2-way ANOVA was used for analysis. Euthanized mice were stored at -80°C after
data collection.
Indirect jaw performance measures
A small set of nine Euclidean distances were measured for their predictions of jaw performance.
Dermestid beetles were used to skeletonize the mice. Mandibles were then secluded and a digital picture
was taken of both mandibles per mouse. Mandible images were digitized via ImageJ and landmark data
for measuring shape and jaw performance were measured (Fig. 1). ImageJ provides an (x,y) coordinate
for each landmark, of which each distance between landmarks was calculated using the Euclidean

Figure 1: Visual representation of where each landmark was placed on digital mandible images using ImageJ. Euclidean
distances were calculated by using a set of two (x,y) coordinates given from two different landmarks. Image generated
by Michelle Parmenter.

formula (distance((x, y), (a, b)) = √((x - a)² + (y - b)²). Euclidean distances were adjusted for body weight
(distance/body weight1/3).
The masseter muscle was used as another indirect measurement of jaw performance. Both
masseter weight and relative masseter stretch were measured. Relative masseter stretch was indicated by
the mouse masseter attachment ratio which is calculated as the distance between the condyle and superior
attachment divided by the distance between the condyle and inferior attachment. Previously frozen mice
were thawed and the superficial tissue around the head of the mouse was removed. 2D digital images
were taken of both masseters. Jaw lengths were measured from landmark 1 to landmark 7 on the
mandibles using digital calipers. Masseter pictures were digitized using ImageJ and the three attachment
point landmarks were measured (Fig. 2) The Euclidean distance formula was used to measure the
condyle-superior and condyle-inferior distances and a 2-way ANOVA was used for analysis on the ratio
between the two. Surgical spring scissors were then used to remove the masseter from the mandible.
Removed masseters from each mouse were weighed and weights were averaged prior to analysis.
Masseter weights were adjusted for both body weight and jaw length and a 2-way ANOVA was used for
analysis.

Figure 2: Visual representation of where attachment points were marked on the exposed masseters using ImageJ. Euclidean
distances for condyle-superior attachment and condyle-inferior attachment lines were calculated by using a set of two (x,y)
coordinates given from both landmarks. Image generated by Vinyard & Payseur, 2008.

Results
Direct jaw performance measures
Compared to WSB, GI mice exhibited a significantly larger maximum bite force (ANOVA, p <
0.001; Fig. 3). Furthermore, GI mice still displayed a significantly larger relative bite force after
correcting for either body weight or jaw length (ANOVA, p = 0.001; p = 0.004, respectively; Fig. 3).

Figure 3: Boxplots for (left to right) absolute, relative to body weight, and relative to jaw length bite force. There were no sex
differences within strain except for relative to jaw length (ANOVA, p = 0.01). Boxplots generated by Michelle Parmenter.

Figure 4: Boxplots for (left to right) absolute, relative to body weight, and relative to jaw length maximum passive gape. There
were no sex differences within strain (ANOVA, minimum p = 0.06). Boxplots generated by Michelle Parmenter.

GI mice also exhibited a greater maximum passive gape than WSB (ANOVA, p = 0.001; Fig. 4).
However, after correcting for either body weight or jaw length, there was no significant difference
(ANOVA, p = 0.25; p = 0.09, respectively; Fig. 4).
Indirect jaw performance measures

Figure 5: Visualization of mandible with (A) all Euclidean distances measured to predict jaw performance estimates and (B) the 4
significant Euclidean distances measured after correcting for body weight. Color of line is representative of trait it is associated
with (blue-leverage, red-load resistance, green-movement). Each performance estimate can be seen in the table below, along
with associated P-values between GI and WSB. Predicted changes represent expected jaw performance effects from a significant
increase in the adjusted trait Euclidean distance. Pictures and table generated by Michelle Parmenter.

The nine Euclidean distances chosen to predict jaw performance showed significant enlargement
in the GI mandible (t-test, maximum p = 0.0007; Fig. 5). After adjusting for body weight, however, only
four distances remained significantly larger in GI: the temporalis load arm, corpus depth, symphysis
length, and condyle length (t-test, maximum p = 0.001; Fig. 5).
GI mice masseters also exhibit heavier weights than WSB (ANOVA, p < 0.001; Fig. 6).
However, after correcting for either body weight or jaw length, WSB display larger relative masseter
weights (ANOVA, p = 0.01; p = 0.02; Fig. 6). Furthermore, there is no difference in masseter attachment
ratios between GI and WSB mice (ANOVA, p = 0.48; Fig. 7).

Figure 6: Boxplots for (left to right) absolute, relative to body weight, and relative to jaw length masseter muscle weight. There
were no sex differences within strain (ANOVA, p = 0.477; p = 0.064; p = 0.13). Boxplots generated by Michelle Parmenter.

Figure 7: Boxplot for masseter muscle attachment ratios in mice. There were no sex differences within strain (ANOVA, p = 0.46).
Boxplot generated by Michelle Parmenter.

Discussion
In summary, this project aimed towards finding what morphological changes in mandible shape
and masseter muscle properties could have impacted jaw performance evolution in Gough Island mice
compared to the mainland strain WSB. Looking at direct jaw performance measures, GI mice had both a
larger absolute and relative bite force than WSB. This finding suggests that the increase in maximum bite
force in GI mice likely evolved through factors other than isometric scaling with body weight or jaw
length. With maximum passive gape, GI mice have larger absolute gapes than WSB, which is expected

considering their size increase. However, there is no difference in relative gapes between both strains,
suggesting that the evolution of maximum passive gape in GI mice was likely due to isometric scaling
with body weight and jaw length.
The indirect measures of jaw performance in combination with the direct measurements provide a
unique evolutionary picture on how relative mandible morphology changes might have made an impact
on jaw performance in GI mice. Out of the four significant performance estimates, only measurements of
load resistance correctly aligned with biomechanical predictions on bite force. Interestingly, we did not
see a significant decrease in GI relative gape due to the relative increase in the temporalis load arm or
condyle length. This suggests that significant increases in leverage and movement traits among GI mice
likely had little evolutionary impact on maximum passive gape.
Since masseter weight has been shown to positively correlate with maximum bite force, it is
surprising to see that GI mice have relatively smaller masseters than WSB while also having relatively
larger maximum bite force. This contradiction suggests that evolutionary increases in bite force were
likely not impacted by changes in masseter size. Furthermore, the masseter attachment ratio was used as
an indicator for masseter stretching. Previous studies show that increased masseter stretched is predicted
to limit gape. However, there was no difference in attachment ratios between GI and WSB, which aligns
with there being no change in gape between the two strains.
The changes seen in relative maximum bite force and mandible shape brings about discussion of
what sort of evolutionary factors may have made these changes advantageous on Gough Island. GI mice
likely evolved a large body size due to little predation combined with a large amount of resources, which
is typical in island populations. However, the increased relative bite force and leverage traits may suggest
that potential changes in diet made these increases advantageous. GI mice are known for predating on
Tristan Albatross chicks on the island (Cuthbert et al. 2013). In fact, the Albatross are now endangered
due to such heavy predation by GI mice. Based on our results, there is a possibility that changes in diet
from mainland to island brought about the evolutionary shift to increased relative bite force. However,

this is only speculation out of a multitude of possibilities. Because we do not know what occurred on the
island over the past 200 years, only conservative conclusions can be made for now.
It is important to note that WSB is only one of many mainland representative laboratory strains to
compare GI to. We also limited our jaw performance estimates to 9 traits, when there are plenty more
landmark data to use. Future studies could be aimed towards comparing GI direct and indirect jaw
performance measures with other strains to further elucidate how changes in mandible morphology affect
function in GI mice along with using more landmark data. Regardless, this study provided a start to
determining how evolutionary changes in morphology might affect function in natural populations.
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